Trinity Church Complaints procedure.
Executive Summary
Trinity complaints procedure is built on the following principles:
●

Trinity consists of a group of people seeking to honour God in the way we work and worship
together and the way we deal with complaints must be done professionally and seriously
● Complaints are initially dealt with at a local level i.e. within the group by the group
volunteers supported by group leaders and the safeguarding officer where needed.
● Where the complaint is more serious or is not easily resolved the complaint can be passed
“up the chain” to church wardens and ultimately the incumbent.
● The policy encourages the use of mediated conversation to resolve disputes and where
appropriate volunteers taking time out from their roles until the complaint is resolved.
● A clear procedure will help to avoid any confusion, give confidence to all those involved
encouraging quick resolution.
This procedure has had from input from Trinity’s Safeguarding Officer and members of the
Governance and Finance subcommittee.

2. The context for Trinity’s complaints procedure
Trinity Church consists of a group of people who gather together to worship God. We focus on our
shared belief in the Good News of Jesus but recognise that we all sin and fall short of the Glory of
God. From time to time difficulties may arise between Trinity’s members. This complaints procedure
is intended to encourage consideration of any difficulties in the light of our shared faith and for
resolution to be achieved as quickly, comfortably, and as compassionately as possible for all
concerned.
It is intended that this document could be used in any difficult situation of conflict but it is hoped
most situations will be resolved quickly between members without further intervention. It is
considered helpful to have a set procedure for use in more serious or protracted complaints,
recognising that in a “complaint” situation emotions are often heightened.
If the issue appears to be a safeguarding matter it will immediately be reported to the Safeguarding
officer who will deal with the matter according to the Safeguarding Policy.
Any discussions should adhere to the following:
●
●

Consideration should be given to the fact that at least initially; the other person may not be
aware of the issue or may have interpreted the matter in a different way.
Matters should be reported and responded to with respect and love for other parties involved
keeping in mind our shared faith. As such parties are encouraged to seek God’s guidance in
prayer as much as possible.
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Appendix A: The Trinity Complaints Procedure
1. In the first instance, anyone with a difficulty or complaint is encouraged to approach the other
person directly to attempt to resolve the problem verbally.
2. If the matter cannot be resolved directly, help should be sought from the group leader, overall
area coordinator or PCC Sub committee chair to resolve the matter supported by the
safeguarding officer where needed. They also have the discretion to involve the Church
Wardens or Incumbent immediately if needed
3. If the complaint is against an ordained minister, then the complaint should be dealt with as
per diocesan policy (currently The Diocese of Exeter Bishop’s Guidelines for the Ordained
Ministry Section 8 - The Clergy Discipline Measure.) If the complaint is against a member of
the Church Staff or a Church Warden then this should be referred directly to the Incumbent.
4. If the matter is still not resolved or the matter is serious, then the complaint should be passed
to the Church Wardens, ideally in writing. The Church Wardens now have two options.
a. The church wardens can organise a mediated discussion. More than one mediation
meeting may be required.
b. They can investigate the complaint and decide if the complaint is upheld or not. The
church wardens should write to the person who made the complaint advising them
of the outcome and if appropriate the action that will be taken.
The wardens may decide whether it is appropriate for a volunteer to take time out from their
role whilst the complaint is being dealt with. This may be managed naturally for example if
the person is not on the rota for several weeks. If the matter is serious the wardens may
decide to involve outside agencies at this stage.
5. If the matter still cannot be resolved it will be reported to Trinity Church’s Incumbent by the
wardens in writing. The Incumbent will review all discussions and written reports so far and
reach a final decision on the matter. This may or may not involve further discussions with the
parties as the Incumbent considers appropriate.
This process is designed to take place as quickly as possible to encourage early resolution. Each step
in this process should ideally take place within 14 days of being notified / receipt. If this is not possible
all parties should be informed of the reason why and given a clear date when a response or decision
will be given.
Appendix B – Procedure for a mediated discussion.
The parties involved in the complaint will meet together with two other Trinity members who will
act as independent participants there to neutrally guide the discussion to an amicable resolution.
The choice of each mediator will be down to each party, however parties are encouraged to choose
people within the church who are in positions of leadership (such as home group leaders or PCC
members) or are recognised as mature 'elders' in the church. If agreement cannot be reached it is
suggested the current safeguarding officer (Gill Kendrick) and the Chair of the Pastoral Care
Committee (Claire Reynolds, who has attended mediation training) are invited to act as mediators.
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Appendix C Complaints procedure flow chart
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